The Potential Cost-Effectiveness of Pharmacist Delivered Brief Intervention for Alcohol Misuse
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Abstract

The provision of brief intervention (BI) for alcohol misuse in community pharmacies appears to be feasible, although little has been done in determining its impact. This research aims to model pharmacists’ delivered screening, BI and costs per additional risky drinker reducing alcohol consumption relative to current practice in rural Australia. A decision model was developed to assess costs and changes in outcomes from pharmacist-delivered screening and BI on alcohol consumption in 10 rural communities in New South Wales, Australia. Nine different scenarios were utilised to test the robustness of results to variations in key parameters. Based on evidence from current practice, approximately 22% of all risky drinkers in a defined community would reduce alcohol consumption annually, of which about 0.02% would do so because of pharmacist-delivered screening and BI and 1% would do so because of pharmacist screening only. Realistic increments of 10% and 20% in pharmacist-delivered screening and BI would reduce the proportion of risky drinkers by 0.5% and 1.6% at a cost of AUD$50 and AUD$40 respectively, per additional risky drinker reducing alcohol consumption. These findings suggest that increments in pharmacist-delivered screening and BI rates may result in potential cost-effective reductions in alcohol consumption, although its widespread adoption is unlikely to occur because almost all risky drinking pharmacy customers would need to be screened to achieve a reasonable effect size.
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Introduction

An estimated 80% of the Australian population report drinking alcohol, of whom 20% consume above the Australian recommended guidelines for risky drinking over their lifetime and 28% report drinking more than four standard drinks on a single drinking occasion at least once a month [1,2]. Primary care has long been considered an ideal setting in which to deliver interventions to reduce these rates of risky drinking, on the basis that the vast majority of a population access primary care services [3,4]. In attempting to reduce the proportion of risky drinkers, Outcomes from meta-analyses of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) of brief intervention (BI) for alcohol misuse delivered in primary care, have generally shown mean difference reductions in alcohol consumption of 38 grams per week (g/wk) in the intervention groups compared to controls [5,6]. They have also been found to be cost-effective, relative to ‘usual care’ [7,8] and other interventions [9,10], for prevention of alcohol-related disease and injury.

As part of a World Health Organization (WHO) study, the current rate with which BI is provided in primary care settings was estimated to achieve a reduction in the proportion of hazardous drinkers in a population of between 4.9% and 6.4%, after adjusting for treatment adherence and the target coverage of the population [10]. Although the effectiveness of BI may be less than optimal, the most likely explanation for this relatively modest impact is that universal, routine provision of BI by GPs has been difficult to achieve [4,11-13]. A recent study estimated that if all GPs provided a BI to all risky drinkers with whom they have a consultation in a 12-month period, approximately 36% of all risky drinkers in a population would reduce their alcohol consumption [14]. Even if this unlikely scenario could be achieved, that the effect is limited to 36% of risky drinkers most likely reflects that GPs do not routinely access sub-groups within communities that are at high-risk of excessive alcohol consumption and harm, especially young males [15-19].

Health professionals other than GPs can play an important role in delivering health promotion in primary care [17,20,21]. Community pharmacists are in an ideal position to deliver alcohol BI for a number of reasons. First, they can access vulnerable sub-populations who rarely discuss their health [22] or drinking behaviour with GPs [17], particularly young males. Second, they are regarded as a valuable source of information on health education and referral for a range of health matters [17,20,23-26]. Third, an accepted part of their medication dispensing role is to provide relevant information on alcohol and other drug interactions [17,20,27].

Although pharmacist delivered screening and BI for alcohol misuse appears feasible [17,23,28,29] only two intervention outcome studies have been published [20,29]. Across both studies the average proportion of risky drinkers reducing any consumption was 34%, but only one study reported the mean reduction in alcohol consumption after BI: 2.8 units per week, equivalent to 22.4 g/wk [20]. Prior to replicating the GP research literature with multiple pharmacy-based intervention trials, the Alcohol Action in Rural Communities (AARC)
A timely opportunity to model the likely realistic contribution of pharmacist-delivered screening and BI in reducing alcohol consumption across a defined population [30].

This study has two specific aims. First, to model current practice, in terms of the proportion of risky drinkers in a community that visit a community pharmacist during a year and subsequently reduce their drinking. Second, to identify the cost per additional risky drinker who reduces alcohol consumption as a consequence of being screened in a community pharmacy with and without receiving a BI, relative to current practice.

Methods

Modeling costs and reduction in alcohol consumption from BI

A decision model (Figure 1) was developed to predict: the proportion of risky drinkers who visit a pharmacy annually; the proportion of risky drinkers who are screened; the proportion of risky drinkers who are screened and receive a BI; and the proportion of risky drinkers who are screened, receive a BI and reduce alcohol consumption.

Data sources

Community data to populate the decision model were obtained from 1,540 surveys completed by randomly selected individuals (40.3% survey response rate [1,540/3,819]) in the 10 AARC experimental communities in 2005. The survey asked about alcohol consumption, alcohol related harms, community actions to reduce alcohol problems, health status and demographics [30,31]. Only data from the 10 experimental communities were used because they were the communities in which pharmacists received screening and BI training and, consequently, for which costs were able to be estimated. The sample consisted of 18-62 year olds and, to optimize representativeness, was selected using the age and gender distribution of these communities according to the Australian Bureau of Statistics’ (ABS) 2001 Census of Population and Housing [32]: age 18 coincides with the minimum age for voting and legal drinking in Australia and those over 62 contribute relatively little to alcohol-related harm [31,33].

Prevalence of risky drinkers

Based on scores on the 10-item Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT), which was embedded in the community survey, respondents were classified as abstainers (never drink), low-risk drinkers (score ≤7), risky drinkers (score 8-19, representing WHO categories of hazardous and harmful drinking), and alcohol dependent drinkers (score ≥20) [34,35]. To estimate the number of people in each drinking category across the 10 communities, the proportions of survey respondents in each drinking category were multiplied by population data for the 10 AARC experimental communities, by age and gender, obtained from the 2006 ABS census (N=79,177 residents, 18 to 62 year olds, in the 10 AARC experimental communities) [32].

Number of visits to a pharmacy and rates of screening and BI

The proportion of risky drinkers (by gender and age) that visit a community pharmacy annually was estimated from the number of risky drinkers who did not answer (a) to the community survey question “In your community, how many times in the past 12 months have you received information on alcohol when making a purchase from a chemist?”, to which possible answers were: (a) Have not been to chemist, (b) Never, and (c) Number of times (open ended response). The current rate with which BI was provided to risky drinkers by pharmacists was estimated from answers (b) and (c) to this same question.

In 2006, the AARC project liaised with, and provided 3,500 alcohol self-assessments (the AUDIT questionnaire) to, 44 pharmacists from all community pharmacies (N=35) in the 10 AARC experimental communities. Screening rates of alcohol misuse were estimated based on the number of alcohol consumption self-assessments that were completed by their customers in 2006 (the self-assessments had a unique numbering code so the number completed could be easily identified).
As shown in Figure 1, risky drinkers can reduce their drinking via 3 different pathways when visiting a community pharmacy. The first pathway involves risky drinkers who are screened, receive a BI and reduce their drinking. Based on the average results of the only two community pharmacy-based alcohol intervention outcome studies published to date, it is assumed for this analysis that 34% of risky drinkers who receive a BI in a community pharmacy reduce their drinking (pathway one, Figure 1), and an estimated 29% of risky drinkers who visit a pharmacist and are screened but do not receive a BI also reduce their drinking (pathway two, Figure 1), the sensitivity analysis increases only the effectiveness rate for pathway one by 10%, from 34% to 44%, across current practice and the nine scenarios (Table 2, column A). The difference between pathway one and pathway two equates to 15%.

Second, the sensitivity analysis increases the effectiveness rate by 20%, from 34% to 44%, for pathway one (Table 2, column B) and by 10%, from 34% to 44%, for pathway two (Table 2, column C). The difference between pathway one and pathway two equates to 10%.

### Table 1: Scenario options.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Screening scenarios</th>
<th>Screening of dependent drinkers</th>
<th>Screening of risky drinkers</th>
<th>BI scenarios</th>
<th>Proportion of risky drinkers reducing their drinking from BI</th>
<th>Proportion of risky drinkers reducing their drinking from screening</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current practice</td>
<td>3% M, 4% F</td>
<td>3% M, 4% F</td>
<td>1% M, 1% F</td>
<td>34% M, 34% F</td>
<td>29% M, 29% F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nine scenarios</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in screening</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>13% M, 14% F</td>
<td>11% M, 11% F</td>
<td>34% M, 34% F</td>
<td>29% M, 29% F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in screening</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>23% M, 24% F</td>
<td>21% M, 21% F</td>
<td>34% M, 34% F</td>
<td>29% M, 29% F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in screening up to 100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100% M, 100% F</td>
<td>100% M, 100% F</td>
<td>34% M, 34% F</td>
<td>29% M, 29% F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI scenarios</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in BI</td>
<td>3% M, 4% F</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11% M, 11% F</td>
<td>34% M, 34% F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in BI</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>23% M, 24% F</td>
<td>21% M, 21% F</td>
<td>34% M, 34% F</td>
<td>29% M, 29% F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in BI up to 100%</td>
<td>3% M, 4% F</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100% M, 100% F</td>
<td>34% M, 34% F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIB scenarios</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in screening and BI</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>13% M, 14% F</td>
<td>11% M, 11% F</td>
<td>34% M, 34% F</td>
<td>29% M, 29% F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in screening and BI</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>23% M, 24% F</td>
<td>21% M, 21% F</td>
<td>34% M, 34% F</td>
<td>29% M, 29% F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in screening and BI up to 100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100% M, 100% F</td>
<td></td>
<td>34% M, 34% F</td>
<td>29% M, 29% F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Percentage increments; BI = Brief intervention.

**Proportion of presumptive risky drinkers reducing their alcohol consumption**

Sensitivity Analyses

Based on the assumption that BI (pathway one) is more effective than screening (pathway two) and in order to maintain differences in effectiveness between them, two one-way sensitivity analyses were carried out to explore the robustness of results to variations in the effectiveness rates across current practice and the nine scenarios.

First, given an estimated 34% of risky drinkers who visit a pharmacist and are screened and receive a BI actually reduce their drinking (pathway one, Figure 1), and an estimated 29% of risky drinkers who visit a pharmacist and are screened but do not receive a BI also reduce their drinking (pathway two, Figure 1), the sensitivity analysis increases only the effectiveness rate for pathway one by 10%, from 34% to 44%, across current practice and the nine scenarios (Table 2, column A). The difference between pathway one and pathway two equates to 15%.

Second, the sensitivity analysis increases the effectiveness rate by 20%, from 34% to 44%, for pathway one (Table 2, column B) and by 10%, from 34% to 44%, for pathway two (Table 2, column C). The difference between pathway one and pathway two equates to 10%.
Sensitivity analyses

A**
Increasing effectiveness by 10% for Pathway 1

B***
Increasing effectiveness by 10% for Pathway 1

C****
Increasing effectiveness by 5% for Pathway 2

Current practice

*44% M, 44% F

*44% M, 44% F

*34% M, 34% F

Nine scenarios

Screening scenarios

1.1 10% increase in screening

*44% M, 44% F

*44% M, 44% F

*34% M, 34% F

1.2 20% increase in screening

*44% M, 44% F

*44% M, 44% F

*34% M, 34% F

1.3 Increase in screening up to 100%

*44% M, 44% F

*44% M, 44% F

*34% M, 34% F

BI Scenarios

2.1 10% increase in BI

*44% M, 44% F

*44% M, 44% F

*4% M, 34% F

2.2 20% increase in BI

*44% M, 44% F

*44% M, 44% F

*34% M, 34% F

2.3 Increase in BI up to 100%

*44% M, 44% F

*44% M, 44% F

*34% M, 34% F

Screening and BI Scenarios

3.1 10% increase in screening & BI

*44% M, 44% F

*44% M, 44% F

*34% M, 34% F

3.2 20% increase in screening & BI

*44% M, 44% F

*44% M, 44% F

*34% M, 34% F

3.3 Increase in screening & BI up to 100%

*44% M, 44% F

*44% M, 44% F

*34% M, 34% F

Table 2: Sensitivity changes in the effectiveness rates for pathway 1 and/or pathway 2 of the decision model.

- Percentage increments
  - **A**: Effectiveness for BI (Pathway 1) is increased by 10% from baseline without modifying effectiveness for screening (Pathway 2)
  - ***B**: Effectiveness for BI (Pathway 1) is decreased by 10% from baseline; and,
  - ****C**: Effectiveness for screening (Pathway 2) is decreased by 5% from baseline.

Estimating costs

Costs of training sessions: In line with its community wide-approach, pharmacists and other health professionals in the 10 experimental communities in the AARC project were invited to participate in training sessions to provide them with improved skills for delivering opportunistically screening and BI for alcohol in a 5-10 minute period [20]. Training sessions were conducted by drug and alcohol clinical experts in late 2004 or 2005 and each lasted approximately 2½ hours: an hour focusing on BIs for risky drinking; a half-hour on practical BI techniques including the AUDIT screening tool; and an hour focused on case-studies. Costs in 2005/2006 Australian dollars (AUD), for training materials, trainer hours, travel costs, food and accommodation, venue per training session, catering, and the opportunity costs of pharmacists’ time, were obtained as part of the AARC project and are included in the analysis (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Costs</th>
<th>Training materials</th>
<th>Trainer hours</th>
<th>Trainer travel</th>
<th>Trainer accommodation + meals</th>
<th>Venue hire/ training session</th>
<th>Catering</th>
<th>Pharmacist s’ time</th>
<th>Total cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Costs for pharmacists that attended training (n=9)**</td>
<td>$30/ booklet</td>
<td>$200/ hour</td>
<td>$290/ airline ticket</td>
<td>$56/ hour</td>
<td>$130/ session</td>
<td>$100/ evening</td>
<td>$40/ person</td>
<td>$38.70/ hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit cost element</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Cost</td>
<td>$270</td>
<td>$4,800</td>
<td>$2,030</td>
<td>$560</td>
<td>$1,040</td>
<td>$800</td>
<td>$400</td>
<td>$871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average cost per pharmacist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs if 13 pharmacists attended training**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

using the average hourly salary of a pharmacist (i.e. AUD$38.70, (Table 2).

three minutes) would cost AUD$1.94 per customer, and the provision of screening (on average 5-10 minutes [5,20,28], provision of screening, with or without BI, for each of the nine scenarios relative to current practice (Table 4). The additional costs for resources used (training, screening and delivering BI) were measured in AUD. Training costs were incorporated to the ICERs for the nine scenarios as follows. For scenarios 1.1, 2.1 and 3.1 (Table 1) the cost of training the nine pharmacists in BI (AUD$10,771) who actually attended the training sessions was applied (Table 3), on the assumption that all pharmacists would need to be trained in order for them to screen all their customers and provide a BI to all risky drinkers who visit them. For scenarios 1.2, 2.2, and 3.2 (Table 1), the cost that would have been required to train 13 pharmacists (AUD$11,438) was calculated and applied, on the basis of proportionally distributing the cost of training the remaining 35 pharmacists (44 less the nine who attended) to each 10% increase in screening and BI (training an additional 3.89 pharmacists is assumed to be required for each 10% increase on screening or provision of BI).

Table 3: Summary of training costs for pharmacists in BI skills in experimental communities (2005-2006 AUD prices).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit /cost element</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Cost</td>
<td>$390</td>
<td>$4,800</td>
<td>$2,030</td>
<td>$560</td>
<td>$1,040</td>
<td>$800</td>
<td>$560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average cost per</td>
<td>$880</td>
<td>$880</td>
<td>$880</td>
<td>$880</td>
<td>$880</td>
<td>$880</td>
<td>$880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs if all</td>
<td>$1,320</td>
<td>$4,800</td>
<td>$2,030</td>
<td>$560</td>
<td>$1,040</td>
<td>$800</td>
<td>$1,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pharmacists</td>
<td>$377</td>
<td>$377</td>
<td>$377</td>
<td>$377</td>
<td>$377</td>
<td>$377</td>
<td>$377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n=44)**</td>
<td>($1=44)**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Training costs for 9 pharmacists that attended training are used for scenarios 1.1, 2.1, and 3.1 (Table 2)."

"For scenarios 1.2, 2.2, and 3.2 an additional 4 pharmacists are proportionally added from a total of 44 pharmacists to training costs (Table 2)."

"Training costs if all 44 pharmacists had attended training are used for scenarios 1.3, 2.3, and 3.3 (Table 2)."

Cost of providing pharmacist's services: In general, delivering BI in community pharmacies is free-of-charge to the customer. Further, customer’s travel and time expenses to visit a pharmacy are a sunk cost as they may have already been incurred by the customer for other pharmacy purposes. However, there is an opportunity cost of the pharmacist’s time. The value of a pharmacist’s time can be estimated as the minimal effort required to increase on screening or provision of BI)."

Results

Number of presumptive risky drinkers

Figure 2 shows that in 2006 a total of 17,030 presumptive risky drinkers (12,283 males; 4,747 females) aged 18-62 were identified in the 10 experimental communities.

Data applied to AARC communities

Figure 1 summarizes the different pathways risky drinkers can take when visiting a community pharmacy in a year. Based on current practice, approximately 16,470 presumptive risky drinkers visit a pharmacist annually (97% of all risky drinkers in the community: 11,913 males; 4,557 females). Of these, 659 would be screened (4% of all risky drinkers in the community: 477 males; 182 females), 7 would receive BI (0.04% of all risky drinkers in the community: 5 males; 2 females), and 3 would reduce their drinking (0.02% of all risky drinkers in the community: 2 male; 1 female). In addition, 189 risky drinkers would be screened but not receive a BI and still reduce their alcohol consumption (1% of all risky drinkers in the community: 137 males; 52 females), while 3,620 risky drinkers would not be screened, not receive a BI and still reduce their alcohol consumption (21% of all risky drinkers in the community: 2,745 males; 875 females). Therefore, based on current practice, it is expected that a total of 3,812 risky drinkers who visit a pharmacist in a 12 month period would reduce their alcohol consumption (3 + 189 + 3,620), representing 22% of all risky drinkers in the community (3,812/17,030).
Cost estimations of implementing BI

Table 4 summarizes the outcome of current practice from the decision model and the nine scenarios. The total cost of current practice of pharmacist screening and BI delivery was estimated at AUD$5,210. If the optimal scenario was achieved, where all presumptive risky drinkers visiting a pharmacist in a year were screened and receive a BI (scenario 3.3), approximately 5,600 would reduce their drinking (33% of all risky drinkers in the community: 5,600/17,030) and the total cost would increase to AUD$199,523, with an ICER of AUD$36 per additional risky drinker reducing alcohol consumption relative to current practice. If all risky drinking customers (100%) were to be screened alone (scenario 1.3), this would be the most cost-effective outcome, with an ICER of AUD$31 per additional risky drinker reducing alcohol consumption relative to current practice. Conversely, the least cost-effective outcome would be a 10% increase in BI (scenario 2.1), with an ICER of AUD$3,334 per additional risky drinker reducing alcohol consumption relative to current practice. An increase of 10% and 20% in both screening and delivery of BI (scenarios 3.1 and 3.2) would result in 0.5% (86/17,030) and 1.7% (282/17,030) of all risky drinkers who visit a pharmacist reducing their drinking, with an ICER of AUD$50 and AUD$40 per additional risky drinker reducing consumption relative to current practice respectively.

![Figure 2: Decision model for presumptive risky drinkers receiving pharmacist-delivered screening and BI for alcohol misuse.](image)

### Table 4: Summary of outcomes across scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Total risky drinkers</th>
<th>Low-risk drinkers screened (n)</th>
<th>Dependent drinkers screened (n)</th>
<th>Risky drinkers screened (n)</th>
<th>Risky drinkers screened but not offered a BI reducing drinking (n)</th>
<th>Risky drinkers offered a BI reducing drinking (n)</th>
<th>Total cost (2005-2006 AUD)</th>
<th>Additional cost</th>
<th>Additional number of risky drinkers reducing their alcohol consumption</th>
<th>ICERs*** per additional risky drinker reducing alcohol consumption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current practice</td>
<td>1,909</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>659</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$5,210</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nine scenarios</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening scenarios</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1 10% increase</td>
<td>6,680</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>2,306</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$29,006</td>
<td>$23,796</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>$49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 20% increase</td>
<td>11,451</td>
<td>643</td>
<td>3,953</td>
<td>1,135</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>$42,698</td>
<td>$37,488</td>
<td>957</td>
<td>$39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 100%</td>
<td>47,714</td>
<td>2,681</td>
<td>16,470</td>
<td>4,729</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>$146,857</td>
<td>$141,647</td>
<td>4,593</td>
<td>$31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI Scenarios</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1 10% increase</td>
<td>1,909</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>659</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>$16,194</td>
<td>$10,984</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$3,334</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 20% increase</td>
<td>1,909</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>659</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>$17,074</td>
<td>$11,864</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$1,801</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3 100%</td>
<td>1,909</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>659</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>$23,924</td>
<td>$18,714</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>$574</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening and BI scenarios</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1 10% increase</td>
<td>6,680</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>2,306</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>$29,751</td>
<td>$24,541</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

drinks would reduce their alcohol consumption by an average of 22.4 g/wk. The most cost-effective option per additional risky drinker who reduces consumption, relative to current practice, is to ensure all risky drinkers who visit a pharmacist are screened, without having to increase the rate of BI provision (ICER of AUD$29). Before discussing these findings in detail, a number of potential methodological limitations of the analyses should be noted.

The prevalence of alcohol misuse in this analysis was based on self-reported alcohol consumption and extrapolated to the population, which may not accurately represent true levels of problem drinking in the community for three reasons. Firstly, respondents may under-report their drinking. Secondly, those who completed the survey may not be representative of the communities: since females and older people are over-represented in the sample [38], it is possible that true rates of risky drinking in the communities are higher. Although this possibility would increase the numbers of risky drinkers for the different strategies, it makes no difference to the cost-effectiveness per additional risky drinkers who reduce their alcohol consumption in each scenario, relative to current practice. Thirdly, the reliability and validity of the AUDIT questionnaire for population, as opposed to clinical, samples has been questioned [39]. However, AUDIT has been used in population surveys [40-42] where its test/retest reliability has been found to be high [42] and its concurrent validity adequate in relation to four criteria: high-volume drinking, alcohol-related social problems, alcohol-related health problems, and alcohol dependence [43,44].

The input parameters for this model, extrapolated from the data sources for current practice rates of screening and delivery of BI, may have a degree of uncertainty because the questions in the community survey used to estimate the proportion of risky drinkers who go to a pharmacy and receive a BI have no demonstrated reliability and validity for this purpose. This potential limitation was addressed by using a modelling technique with a range of scenarios and different rates of risky drinkers for the different strategies, it makes no difference to the cost-effectiveness per additional risky drinkers who reduce their alcohol consumption in each scenario, relative to current practice. Thirdly, the reliability and validity of the AUDIT questionnaire for population, as opposed to clinical, samples has been questioned [39]. However, AUDIT has been used in population surveys [40-42] where its test/retest reliability has been found to be high [42] and its concurrent validity adequate in relation to four criteria: high-volume drinking, alcohol-related social problems, alcohol-related health problems, and alcohol dependence [43,44].

The estimate of the mean proportion of drinkers who reduce alcohol consumption from pharmacist delivered BI, extracted from the two only published studies identified [20,29], refers to any reduction in consumption, rather than a reduction in risk levels specified in national drinking guidelines [46,47], which may limit the clinical significance of reductions in alcohol-related harm associated with reduced consumption. Similarly, since these two studies did not report reductions in alcohol consumption in control groups (screening only), the percentage of risky drinkers who reduce their drinking from screening only was estimated on the uncertain assumptions that screening alone is less effective than screening and BI and more effective than no screening and no BI.

Despite the potential limitations of this analysis, this model has identified the potential number of risky drinkers who would reduce alcohol consumption if all risky drinkers visiting a pharmacist were
screened and offered a BI. At best, if all pharmacists in a defined community provided screening and BI, approximately 34% of presumptive risky drinkers would reduce their alcohol consumption by an average of 22.4 g/wk. In reality, these "optimal" outcomes are impractical. Previous attempts to identify and intervene with risky drinkers in pharmacy settings have resulted in very low customer recruitment rates [20,29,48]. A recent study, for example, only achieved 43% (237/102) participation rate for the completion of a survey, in which respondents raised concerns about a lack of privacy, even if BI was to be conducted in a private consultation room [17]. In addition, available research about current practice of alcohol BI in pharmacy settings in a community shows that approximately 5% of risky drinking customers are screened for alcohol misuse, and even fewer are provided feedback on the potential impact of their alcohol consumption on their health [49].

Furthermore, implementation of BIs for alcohol misuse in community pharmacies need to be underpinned by appropriate and, arguably more thorough training programs than for GPs to improve their alcohol knowledge and confidence in screening and delivering a BI [49,50]. However, based on attendance at the pharmacists' training sessions organized for the AARC project (21%), the majority of pharmacists appear unwilling to engage in training to provide screening and BI for alcohol misuse, despite the training sessions being free and locally advertised. Nevertheless, previous research does show pharmacists are regarded as a valuable source of information on health education and referral [17,20,23-26] and that the provision of relevant information on alcohol and other drug interactions is an accepted part of their medication dispensing role [17,20,27]. Whether this acceptability on the part of the community extends to receiving unsolicited alcohol advice is unclear, although recent evidence highlights the importance of customers’ privacy and the need to involve pharmacists and their staff in designing the delivery of alcohol screening and BI [51].

Generalisability of results is acknowledged as a major concern in the BI alcohol literature given considerable variation in published estimates and their implications for routine practice [4,11], as well as estimating different costs in different settings [52]. Consequently, this study employed nine different scenarios, including a ‘best case’ (scenario 3.3), to test the robustness of the results. In relation to the ICER estimates, extrapolation of unit costs of pharmacists’ time can be reasonably adapted to local payment systems [20] since the time required for opportunistic engagement to deliver BI is structured and consistent across primary care [5,52] and has been suggested for pharmacy settings [20]. In addition, in this analysis training costs in BI reflect costs of training pharmacists in 10 communities. Although local adjustments would have to be made to specific training program costs elsewhere, proportionally distributing these cost adjustments across the ICERs of the nine scenarios would still result in scenario 1.3 being the most cost-effective relative to current practice.

Given the preferred model in the literature appears to be providing BI after screening in a private area in the pharmacy, this model would increase the opportunity cost to pharmacists because it implies a need to establish such a private area if it is not already available in the pharmacy and additional time to transfer relevant customers to this area [17,20,26].

Arguably of greater concern is that this study shows that the more realistic outcomes, rather than optimal outcomes, do not appear to substantially reduce the proportion of risky drinkers in a community who would modify their alcohol consumption: a 10% and 20% increase in pharmacist screening and BI would achieve an estimated reduction in alcohol consumption for 0.5% and 1.7% of presumptive risky drinkers in a community [53,54]. Nevertheless, since the majority of scenarios in the decision model predict a greater proportion of potential risky drinkers would reduce their alcohol consumption as a result of screening alone, rather than screening and BI, there is a clear need to determine the potential efficacy, effectiveness and efficiency of screening for alcohol misuse in community pharmacy settings [26].

Even though most RCT evaluations of BI for alcohol misuse delivered in general practice settings report a positive effect in reducing alcohol consumption, more research is needed to establish the potential health and social gains (the cost-benefit) of the reported mean difference of 38 g/wk in alcohol consumption among intervention groups compared to controls [5,6]. Other uncertainties include the benefit of the duration and sustainability of BI effects, the effectiveness of screening alone [55], and the relative impact of primary care on drinking over time, compared to other factors: as shown by the decision model developed for this study, an estimated 22% of risky drinkers in a community will reduce their drinking without screening and BI by pharmacists, which may be attributable to younger drinkers reducing their consumption with age [56], or the effect of other intervention strategies, such as volumetric taxation of alcoholic beverages [9] and policing practices [57].

**Conclusion**

Previous research indicates that pharmacist-delivered screening and BI does appear to be feasible [28,29]. It is an important observation because pharmacists are able to access vulnerable sub-populations who rarely discuss their drinking behaviour with GPs, particularly young males [17]. This study shows that increasing the rates of screening to pharmacy customers who visit a pharmacy each year, with or without BI to risky drinkers detected, can be cost-effective per additional risky drinker reducing consumption, relative to current practice. Indeed, screening all customers in a pharmacy would achieve an estimated ICER of AUD$31 per additional risky drinker reducing alcohol consumption relative to current practice. Pharmacy-delivered screening and BI is, however, unlikely to be an effective strategy for reducing the proportion of risky drinkers across a whole, defined population: a 10% and 20% increase in pharmacist screening and delivery of BI would only achieve an estimated reduction in alcohol consumption for 0.5% and 1.7% of presumptive risky drinkers in a community; in most cases customers and pharmacists appear reluctant to engage with screening and BI for alcohol misuse [49,54]; and almost all risky drinking pharmacy customers would need to be screened. From a community or population perspective, therefore, achieving substantial reductions in the prevalence of risky drinking will require strategies other than opportunistic screening and BI in pharmacies and indeed other primary care settings, such as GPs [14]: volumetric taxation of alcohol has been shown to be most cost-effective in achieving population level reductions among risky drinkers, followed by advertising bans on alcohol [9].
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